
CADDY BOOK - COURSES

This booklet contains the basic course information and issues requiring special
attention on the courses. There will be no player meeting, but the Tournament Director

will tell the latest updates to your group before your competition round.
And of course you can ask any questions.

Contacts
Before the event

Mikko Wikman, mike@nbdg.fi, +358 40 556 7789
Tournament Director

During the event
Markus Pohjolainen, markus.pohjolainen@nbdg.fi, +358 400 817 809

Operating Tournament Director

Tournament office located at Mijas Pro Shop
*****

Special notice for both courses

Wherever your disc ends to thorn bush, you don’t need to play from the bush.
Your group decides the FIRST POSSIBLE safe place to play and you play from there

without penalty

mailto:mike@nbdg.fi
mailto:markus.pohjolainen@nbdg.fi


blue course

“The new course”
18 holes, total length 2044m, par 58
Course review in Youtube (Some minor changes done after release)
Course map attached below

● NBDG Doubles #1 (Wednesday)
● NBDG-X Fuengirola Open, 1st round (Thursday)
● NBDG-X Fuengirola Open, 3rd round (Saturday).

#1 OB Small OB area on the right hand side
Hole sponsored by DiscGolfLawyer.com

#2 OB Road and beyond behind the basket
SPOT! Check that there are no traffic on the road
Hole sponsored by Frisbeedivari - CTP competition on this hole !!

#3 OB On both sides
SPOT! Check the fairway is clear

#4 OB On both sides

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvogP0ZJ-S4


#5 OB On the left side

#6 Notice HOLE #10 plays first if teeing at the same time

#7 Small changes done, tee-sign attached below
OB On the left side before the first mandatory. OB line ends to

the second mandatory
MANDO 1st mandatory gate. If missed, use dropzone between mandos
OB On the right side after the first mandatory, continues all the way

after second mandatory
MANDO 2nd mandatory gate. If missed, use dropzone between mandos

#8 MANDO Must be passed from left. If missed, tee is dropzone
OB On the left side

#9 OB On the left side

#10 Notice Look out for players on hole 6

#11 -

#12 SPOT! Use spotter to see potential roll-aways

#13 -



#14 ISLAND Island green. Any throw from tee must come-to-rest on the Island
Green. Throws from the tee that don’t come-to-rest on the Island
Green must proceed to DZ with a penalty throw. All following throws
from DZ or in the island use normal OB rules.
PDGA waiver applied

SPOT! Check that there are no traffic on the road

#15 Notice Gulch with thorn bushes behind the basket on the right side. If you
end there, it is okay (and suggested) to play behind them

#16 OB Around the fairway

#17 -

#18 MANDO Must be passed from left. If missed, use the dropzone
OB Area in front of the green + behind the basket. DZ can be used





RED course

“The old course”
18 holes, total length 2078m, par 61
Course map attached below

● NBDG Doubles #2 (Wednesday)
● NBDG-X Fuengirola Open, 2nd round (Friday)

#1 OB Houseyard on left side
Hole sponsored by Frisbeedivari - CTP competition on this hole !!

#2 SPOT! Use spotter(s) in the fairway corner
Hole sponsored by DiscGolfLawyer.com

#3 -

#4 SPOT! Use spotter on left side



#5 SPOT! Check that there are no traffic on the road

#6 -

#7 -

#8 SPOT! Use spotter in the halfway

#9 -

#10 -

#11 -

#12 MANDO Triple mandatory. If missed, use dropzone under mando

#13 -

#14 SPOT! Use spotter

#15 SPOT! Use spotter

#16 -

#17 -

#18 -




